SoftTeam Systems

A Spanish IT company specialized in providing management and information technology solutions in the healthcare sector.

About SoftTeam

SoftTeam Systems is a company that is dedicated to providing the service of information technology in the healthcare sector for small and medium commercial and production companies, automating all the management processes derived from their daily activities.

Due to the nature of the service, SoftTeam has been able to build a HIS for general hospitals, social health and private or public clinics. This also allows all the health knowledge, transmitted over the years, gathered into their SINCHROS application.

SoftTeam’s mission is to improve the organizational management processes at every step. Over the years, SoftTeam was able to preserve a great balance between leveraging the state-of-art technologies and maintaining projects carried out with previous technologies, bringing best value and profit to their customers.

ZK-powered Customer Portal

One of our latest projects with ZK is a customer portal developed freshly in 2020. Through this portal end users can view the KPIs of their contracted commercial projects; each project can be viewed and customized independently with relevant information. The KPI and BI are calculated in real-time with the information registered so far, allowing customers to know at all times how their commercial projects are performed.

For this project we employed 2 technicians with experience in Java and ZK and a business consultant and the project was completed in 2 months. The technologies used in the project were: Java based project + ZK Framework + ZK Charts + Hibernate + BD Universe.
WHY ZK

At SoftTeam Systems we have been using ZK since a long time ago. We chose ZK because it works great with Java and that we were able to leverage almost every resource available in the Java language. Also our developers have found themselves very comfortable working with ZK, zul and ZK’s technical support team.

In particular during this difficult year, the support we have received from ZK developers, forums and from the product itself have been outstanding.

Although we have been using ZK in many projects, this is the first time we use ZK Charts. Before deciding upon a charting library, we evaluated and tested many other options. Eventually we found that ZK Charts was best integrated with ZK and this made the work of data presentation much easier, so we decided to go with ZK Charts.

The Result

The most unique feature of the project is the visualization of the information in a graphical and intuitive way, so that the salespeople do not have to make an effort to explain the results of the projects to the customers. With this project, we are proud that not only our customers are satisfied, but also the customers’ clients are happy.
About ZK

ZK is the leading enterprise Java Web framework with more than 1,500,000 downloads. ZK is deployed by a large number of Fortune Global 500 companies, including Barclays, Allianz, Swiss RE, Roche, Deutsche Bank, Sony, Sun Microsystems, and Toyota, providing them with the ability to rapidly create rich Ajax enterprise level applications.
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